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Parker Racor introduces new BMS350 Oily Water Separator for Marine Vessels
Stock Symbol:

PH - NYSE

Gardena, California, December 7, 2010 - Racor Division of Parker Hannifin Corporation, the global leader
in motion and control technologies, is pleased to announce the release of a new bilge water treatment
system. The BMS350 is an oily-water separator that employs advanced Parker technologies including a
proprietary membrane assembly for removal of free and emulsified oil to produce an effluent with an oil
content not exceeding 5 parts per million. The system is the first of many models designed to meet IMO
MEPC 107(49) regulations. The BMS350 has attained USCG Certificate of Approval #162.050/9102/0
which documents compliance with 46 CFR 162.050.
“The BMS350 meets tougher requirements set by the International Maritime Organization that were
adopted to reduce the oil that is discharged from vessels” according to Kelly Sullivan, Business Unit
Manager; “the Racor unit we developed exceeds the IMO requirements while also being compact,
efficient, and a great value”.
Introduced at the 2010 International Workboat Show, the BMS350 was well received by the marine
industry. Features include an advanced three-stage system optimizing the separation and removal of free
and emulsified oils, heavy duty construction, corrosion resistant materials, permanent oil attractant media,
quiet operation, IMO compliant detection controls, and automatic diversion valves.
For more information, please see bulletin number 7882.
The leading specialist in reverse osmosis technology for the USCG, US Navy, commercial marine market,
and others, for over 30 years, Racor Village Marine Tec. is dedicated to serving the needs of mariners.
www.villagemarine.com
With annual sales exceeding $10 billion, Parker Hannifin is the world's leading diversified manufacturer of
motion and control technologies and systems, providing precision-engineered solutions for a wide variety
of mobile, industrial and aerospace markets. The company employs approximately 52,000 people in 48
countries around the world. Parker has increased its annual dividends paid to shareholders for 53
consecutive years, among the top five longest-running dividend-increase records in the S&P 500 index.
For more information, visit the company's web site at http://www.parker.com, or its investor information
site at www.phstock.com
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